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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
It has been recognized in past years that conducting 
is one of the most valuable techniques at the disposal of 
the high school music teacher. The success da high school 
music organization is the direct responsibility of the 
conductor. If the conductor is not well-qualified as a 
result of inadequate preparation, the results obtained will 
not be commensurate with the high standards for which the 
music education profession is striving. It is important, 
therefore, that we examine the courses included in present 
conducting curricula in relation to the needs of in-service 
high school music teachers. Such an examination provides a 
basis for deter.mining those courses which should be retained, 
those which should be added, and those which should be 
eliminated. 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement £!. ]!!!. ;eroblem. The purposes of this study 
were to determine (1) which courses are considered basic in 
the undergraduate conducting curriculum of the prospective 
high school music conductor; (2) the relative importance of 
those elements to the in-service secondary school music 
teacher; and, (3) which characteristics are considered 
desirable in the personality of the conductor. 
2 
Signi.ficance 2! ..!:.h.! problem. It was recognized that 
the success o.f a conductor depends not only upon the quality 
of his pre-service preparation, but upon his total music 
background end the personality traits he possesses. 
The need for this study was shown by the fact that 
interest in musical organizations has increased. Malko 
states that: 
Interest in conducting is steadily increasing. The 
number of listeners, the number of orchestras, and the 
number of conductors is rapidly growing. Side by side 
w1 th the Ir ofessional expansion stands the vast program 
o.f public education, with its school orchestras and 
its community amateur orchestras springing therefrom.l 
This increase in high school musical organizations, 
together with the fact that many of these organizations are 
failures due to the conductor, indicates that educators must 
constantly try to improve the conducting curriculum. Dykema 
and Gehrkens point out that: 
1Nicolai Malko, The Conductor and His Baton. 
(Copenhagen: Wilhelm Hansen, 19 50) , p 711:--
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Many conductors of high school bands, orchestras, 
glee clubs, choruses and choirs do not succeed in evoking 
the finest musical responses £rom their organizations 
because they have never really learned the technique o£ 
conducting; ••• they have never intelligently practiced 
conducting.2 
Therefore, it is important that the conducting curricu-
lum be appraised Objectively and efforts made for its 
improvement. 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Conducting. Throughout the report of this 
investigation, the term conducting shall be interpreted as 
meaning the directing of a group of players or singers by 
gestures of the hand, bodily motion, and facial expression. 
Conducting curriculum. The term conducting curriculum 
refers to the specific conducting courses included in the 
preparation of the prospective school music teacher. 
High school music teacher. The term ~ school music 
teacher refers to a teacher who conducts choral or 
instrumental organizations in the secondary school. 
2Peter W. Dykema, Karl W. Gehrkens, The Teaching and 
Administration o£ ~ School Music. {Boston: c.c. BirChard 
and Company, l9ir), p. 407. 
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III. DELIMITATIONS AND SOURCES OF DATA 
Delimitations. This investigation was limited to the 
high school teacher who conducts musical organizations. It 
was confined principally to the conductor's general prepara-
tion, and, therefore, did not deal specifically with instru-
mental or choral conducting. 
Sources £! ~· The data were obtained through the 
use of a questionnaire which was sent to one hundred and 
seventy-eight high school music teachers in the State of 
Massachusetts. The questionnaire was conceived with the high 
school teacher's present conducting position, his 
preparation in conducting, and his evaluation of selected 
criteria dealing with the personality traits of a good 
conductor. 
Information secured from the literature concerned with 
the preparation and qualifications of the conductor was 
included. Specifically, this included Yearbooks of the 
Music Educators National Conference, ~ Journal 2£ Research 
in Music Education, Doctor's dissertations, Master's theses, 
magazine articles, and books dealing with the subject of 
conducting. 
Questionnaires were sent to one hundred and seventy-
eight high school music teachers in the State of 
5 
Massachusetts. A representative s~ple of names was taken 
from the pamphlet, "Supervisors of Music," published by the 
Massachusetts Department of Education. These questionnaires 
were sent to the music teachers during the first week of 
January, 1956, and were returned by the last week of 
February, 1956. 
Ninety-two of the one hundred and seventy-eight 
q~esionnaires were returned. 0£ the ninety-two 
questionnaires returned, nine were not usable due to 
incompleteness. This left a total of eighty-three usable 
questionnaires. Therefore, the percentage of return of usable 
questionnaires was forty-seven per cent. A letter stating 
the function and purpose of this study accompanied each 
questionnaire. A copy of the letter of transmittal is 
included in Appendix A, and a copy of the questionnaire may 
be found in Appendix B. 
Design 2f ~ questionnaire. The questionnaire was 
four pages in length. The first page requested general 
information about the person completing the questionnaire. 
This included the respondent's general education, experience, 
present position, and general preparation in conducting. 
The second section of the questionnaire was concerned with 
the respondent's undergraduate conducting curriculum. Each 
question in this section was answered in two ways. First, 
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the respondent indicated those elements which were included 
in his undergraduate conducting courses. Next, each criterion 
was rated according to the £ollowing scale: 
5-- or greatest importance 
4-- very important 
3-- moderately important 
2-- slightly important 
1-- o£ no importance 
The last page o£ the questionnaire was concerned with the 
determining o£ personal traits desirable in a conductor. 
The respondent rated these traits according to the same 
rating scale which was used in rating the undergraduate 
conducting curriculum. 
The items included in the questionnaire were derived 
£rom literature concerned with the subject of conducting. 
IV. ORGANIZATION OF TEE REMAINDER OF THE THESIS 
The second chapter o£ the thesis consists o£ a brier 
history of conducting End a review of related investigations. 
The third chapter ~esents and analyzes the data included in 
the first part of the questionnaire, namely, the general 
education, background, and experience o£ the teachers 
contacted in this survey. The fourth chapter presents an 
analysis of the elements included in the conducting 
curriculum end an evaluation of the ~rsonal traits of the 
7 
ccnductor. The fifth chapter is devoted to a summary of the 
study together with conclusions. Appendix A consists of a 
copy of the letter of transmittal~ and Appendix B consists 
of a copy of the questionnaire used in this investigation. 
CHAPTER II 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF CONDUCTING AND 
REVIEW OF RELATED INVESTIGATIONS 
I. HISTORY 
If conducting is to be defined merely as time-beating, 
then the history of conducting can be traced back to the 
ancient Greeks who kept the unity of their folk-singing by 
stamping their feet m d clapping their hm ds. As Carse 
points out, "· •• time-beating is as old as music itselr."l 
During the Middle Ages, conductors were employed to 
beat time to the choirs in churches. T.he conducting of this 
polyphonic music was called cheironomy, which, according to 
Apel, "consists of motions of the conductor's hand intended 
to guide the singer's performance, and, ••• to remind him 
of the direction of the melody."2 
How early the baton was used for conducting is not 
known. Blom reports that the history of conducting can be 
traced as far back, at least, as the 15th century, by which 
1Adam Carse, The Orchestra from Beethoven to Berlioz 
(Cambridge: w. Herter-and Sons Ltcr:-;-1948), p. 2'94. 
2Willi Apel (ed.), Harvard Dictionar; of Music (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1953 ,-p. l77. 
9 
time it had become customary to beat time to the Sistine Choir 
in Rome with a roll of paper called a sol-fa.3 
Nevertheless, the practice of leading a group was in 
effect at the beginning of the 16th century. The baton as it 
is known today had not yet been developed. Before the baton 
was used, time-beating devices included a roll of paper, the 
violin bow, and, according to Apel, "the cane, ••• was 
effective in marking the beat by sharp strokes on the floor. n4 
Conducting during this time was extremely noisy and early 
treatises on conducting "· •• pleaded for a visible use of 
the baton instead of its all too audible employment."5 
At the beginning of the seventeenth century, composers 
started using bar-lines in the writing of their music to help 
the rhythmic unity. T.his new device of composition now made 
ensemble playing easier, and the conductor could better 
direct his players. 
During this, the Baroque Era, the organ and the 
harpsichord were a Ill rt of every orchestra, and the ensemble 
~ric Blom, (ed.), Grove's Dictionar; of Music and 
Musicians (London: Macm1lian Company, i954 ,5th edition, 
p. 397. 
4!2!.9:· p. 178 
5Paul Henry Lang, Music in Western Civilization 
(New York: w. w. Norton and Company Inc., 1941), p. 717. 
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was the responsibility of the harpsichordist or the organist. 
However, the keyboard-conductor did not always have the 
authority to indicate the tempo of a composition for Lang 
indicates that: "If the vocalists or soloists chen ged the 
tempo to fit the dramatic situation, conductor and orchestra 
followed suit.•6 Originally, it was the duty of the 
keyboard-conductor merely to beat time; but as time 
progressed, the duties of conducting from the keyboard became 
more and more complex. Lang states that these duties 
included: 
••• the articulation of the music by his harmonies, 
dividing long notes, emphasizing the best to keep all 
perfarmers informed of the general rhythm, and playing 
the part of any singer or instrumentalist temporarily 
lost in his score until he caught up with the ensemble.? 
When the conducting duties of the keyboard-conductor 
became too numerous, the assistance of the concertmaster 
was enlisted. At first, the concertmaster indicated the 
rhythm of the first few bars. Later, he helped to keep the 
tempo steady throughout the entire work. This divided 
control of conducting an orchestra continued throughout 
most of the 18th century. 
Toward the end of the 18th century, the major 
responsibility ar conducting shifted to the concertmaster, 
6Ibid. p. 362. 
7Ibid. P• 716. 
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and the keyboard-conductor became sUbordinate. This dual 
control of conducting was not satisf•ctory, however, because 
one part of the orchestra would follow the concertmaster and 
the other part of the orchestra would follow the keyboard 
player. For this reason, the orChestra did not Slways per-
form as a single unit. Finally, orchestras and opera groups 
came under the direction of a single person. 
It was during this time that the baton was introduced. 
This was brought about because orchestras were becoming 
larger in size rnd it was difficult for many of the players 
to see the conductor. Carse points out that: 
There is evidence that, towards the end of the 18th 
century, the keyboard-conductor rn d the violinist-leader 
sometimes ceased to play on their instruments, snd made 
use of a visible time-beat in order to steady the playing 
which was getting out of hsn d. a 
The advent of the solo conductor began about the 19th 
century. At first, most of these solo conductors were 
instrumentalists or composers. T.he specialist-conductor 
did not begin to develop until the last half of that century. 
Carse states that: 
••• the advent of time-beating and interpretive 
methods in the following century (19th century) 
tended more sn d more to separate the requirements of 
Bearse, ~· £ll., pp. 294-5. 
the conductor's fUnction from those of the composer 
and player, end to begin the creation of another type 
of musician. 
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In the public schools, music organizations were slow 
to develop. In the early days cr music teaching, the schools 
employed a single vocal music supervisor. The primary 
responsibility of the music supervisor was the teaChing of 
the rudiments of music and some singing. 
It was the growth of the public high school that 
helped foster the beginning of musical groups. The high 
school was growing in size because of increased industrial• 
ization 1n America. This industrialization meant more wealth 
for America, which in turn meant more money for the schools. 
As a result of this increased wealth, extra curricular 
subjects were added to a high school curriculum which had 
previously emphasized college preparation. 
Instrumental groups, generally a small orchestra, 
were usually formed by some high school music teacher. This 
orchestra often included townspeople as well as students, 
and it usually performed at town and school fUnctions. From 
this modest beginning, the high school orchestra and band 
movement developed. 
When the high school accepted orchestras as part of 
its curriculum, there were few music teachers qualified to 
9Ibid. P• 291 
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conduct these organizations. Occasionally, professional 
musicians were engaged to conduct these orchestras on a 
part-time basis. More often, conducting of these instrumental 
groups was undertaken by vocal supervisors with limited 
preparation in conducting. Many of these supervisors, 
however, endeavored to learn the teaching of instruments and 
techniques of conducting. Eventually, teachers colleges 
gave more instruction in the teaching of instruments. Later, 
specific conducting courses were made part of every music 
teacher's curriculum and today, ccnducting courses are a 
requirement for every prospective music teacher. 
II. REVIEW OF RELATED INVESTIGATIONS 
Several studies involving the total curriculum of the 
prospective school music teacher include information about 
the conducting curriculum. Certain studies have been devoted 
to an investigation of the conducting curriculum of the 
prospective music teacher, and there are a limited number of 
studies concerned with the personality of the conductor. 
The most recent to tal curriculum for the education of 
the prospective school music teacher was drawn up by the 
Commission on Accreditation snd Teacher Certification of the 
Music Educators National Conference. The following is an 
outline of that curriculum: 
14 
A. General cultures. Minimum requirement suggested -
33% ot the total. (120 semester hours) required for an 
undergraduate degree. 
1. Non music subjects to include a non music 
minor it required. 
2. Any psychology course other than educational 
psychology. 
3. Music literature, history anq/or 
appreciation. 
4. The basic survey type of course where 










music. Suggested minimum requirement 14%. 
Music reading 
Ear training and dictation 
Keyboard harmony 
Harmony 
Form and analysis 
Instrumental andjor vocal arranging 
Counterpoint 
Composition 
c. Music performance. Minimum suggested requirement, 
33% 
1. Cond.uc ting 
2. Ensemble experience 
3. FUnctional piano facility 
4. Major performance area 
5. Minor IB rf'ormance area 




1. Music education materials 
2. Observation and student teaching 
3. Pr£fessional education aside from 
education. 0 
Morgan, 2£• ~., p. 148-149. 
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A study completed in 193'7 by McEachernl1 involved an 
investigation of the total curriculum of tbe prospective 
music teacher. McEachern used two groups of respondents; 
one, a jury composed of college professors, the other, a 
group of school music teachers. 
It was the purpose of the above investigation to 
survey and evaluate the education of school music teachers in 
the United States by means of (l) criteria validated by a 
jury of superior educators of school music teachers, m d 
(2) expressed professional needs of school music teachers 
in the field.12 The study was limited to: 
••• the curricul.um for the preparation of the so-
called general school music supervisor as distinguished 
from the more specialized Ireparation of the instru-
mental supervisor.l3 
Although the above study was concerned with the total 
curriculum of the prospective music teacher, only those 
conclusions snd recommendations concerning conducting are 
included in this report. 
11Edna McEachern, "A Survey and Evaluation of the 
Education of School Music Teachers in the United States.• 
(published Doctor's Dissertation, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, New York; 193'7). 
12Ibid. p. 2. 
-
L3Ibid. p. 38. 
-
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McEachern reported on the evaluation of the criteria 
included in conducting courses. The following criteria 
received a rating of 3.00 or more by both groups of 
respondents. 14 
(a) Practical experience in conducting musical 
organizations 
(b) Elements of interpretation 
(e) Technique of the baton 
(d) Rehearsal routine 
(e) Critical observation of eonduc tors 
(f) Personal traits of eonduetors.l5 
One aspect of conducting reportedly either omit ted or 
alighted was that of score reading. Thirty-three per cent. 
of three hundred and seventy school music teachers reported 
that score reading was inadequately presented in their 
undergraduate curriculum.l6 
The recommendations of the investigation regarding 
the conducting curriculum are as follows: 
14Ibid. p. 128. (A 4.00 rating was interpreted to 
mean, of greatest usefulness, a 3.00 rating, very usefUl, 
a 2.00 rating, slightly useful, and a 1 rating, of no 
usefulness whatsoever) 
15.!!2!9.. p • 12 8. 
16Ibid. p. 87. 
(1) Students should be given experience in 
conducting actual musical organ! zations rather than 
17 
1n conducting only classmates. The average conducting 
class is not large enough or resourceful enough to 
provide a variety of conducting experiences. It is 
impossible for the same group to be at one time an 
orchestra and at another time an a capella choir. 
Conducting is askill end is best acquired by practice 
in a natural situation. For this reason, all musical 
organizations of the school should be regarded as 
laboratories for the conducting class and as such 
should afford facilities for both observation end 
practice. 
(2) The first course in conducting should be 
general in nature, and should develop basic skills 
in the co~~ting of both vocal and instrumental 
conducting. 
In 1938, Mobr18 conducted a survey of teacher 
education in thirty teachers colleges. Sixty-seven alumni 
of nine teachers colleges were interviewed and, by means 
of a questionnaire, four hundred md ninety-seven 
additional alumni from fifty-two additional teachers 
colleges were contacted. 
The purpose of the investigation was to evaluate the 
curriculum of these teachers colleges according to the needs 
of music teachers who graduated from these colleges. The 
graduates rated twenty-four divisions of their preparation 
17~. p. 128. 
18rrving Wolfe, "Teacher Preparation from the Teacher's 
Viewpoint," Music Educator's National Conference Yearbook. 
(Chicago: MUsic Educator's National Conference, 1940), 
vol. XXX. 
18 
for music teaching. The graduate teachers contacted in the 
investigation rated twenty-four divisions of their music 
education curriculum as, "needed greater emphasis, was 
adequately treated, was overemphasized, and was not 
included. "19 
In the above investigation, recommendations concerning 
conducting curriculum were as follows: 
More than half of the 563 graduates judge their own 
preparation in conducting as inadequate for the needs 
of music teaching. Nearly every recommendation made 
involves the provision of opportunities for practical 
experience28hrough which conducting skill can be developed. 
A more recent study is that of Dahlin21 which was 
completed in 1951. Employing the survey teChnique, Dahlin 
contacted the following two groups of respondents: one, a 
group of college professors, and the other, a group of high 
school music teachers. 
It was the purpose of the above study to determine 
the relationShip between what is taught in the college 
19~. p. 440. 
20Ibid. P• 442. 
21Walter 0. Dahlin, "Relationship Which Exists Between 
Present Practices in the Teaching of Conducting and the 
Conducting Needs of School Music Teachers," (Unpublished 
Doctor's dissertation, Teacher's College, Columbia 
University, 1951). 
conducting curriculum and the use of this ~eparation by 
the high school music teacher. The findings of the 
investigation include the following: 
19 
1. that the type of courses most desirable would be 
those of a general type, particularly in smaller 
institutions where conducting courses are limited. 
2. that four or more semesters of conducting are 
necessary to prepare a prospective music teacher. 
3. that practical conducting experiences Should be 
made available throughout every year of the music teacher's 
preparation. 
4. that both suitable high school music and same of 
the world's great masterworks should be included in every 
conducting course. 
5. that practice teaching is vitally important 1n 
the preparation of the music teacher. 22 
Dahlin's investigation concluded with an evaluation 
of the elements usually included in a conducting course. 
The elements considered, along with their evaluation, ere 
as follows: 
1. baton technique; less importance should be placed 
upon this technique and more emphasis upon other elements. 
20 
2. use of live groups; the most emphasis Should be 
placed upon this element. 
3. elements of interpretation; much importance must 
be placed upon interpretation in a conducting course. 
4. rehearsal psychology; this was considered to be 
of vital importance. 
5. score reading; this was rated first in the list 
by both groups of respondents. 
6. critical observations of conductors; students 
should have the opportunity to watch professional conductors, 
instructors and other students. 
7. memorization of scores; this Should be given some 
part of the "ideal" course. 
8. conducting to phonographs; this is condemned as 
a method of teaching beeause it encourages following instead 
of leading. 
9. conducting to pianos; if no other group is 
available this is a usable technique. 
10. study of conducting texts; this is not necessary 
as a primary learning device but these texts can be of help 
to the conducting student.23 
A study, in which the role of the conductor as 
teacher was examined, was completed by Lanfear in 
21 
1946.24 Through a review of pertinent literature and personal 
observation, an attempt was made to deter.m1ne which teaching 
devices employed by conductors was most effective in the 
high school band or orchestra rehearsal. 
In analyzing the role of conductor as teacher, time-
beating, facial expression, interpretive factors, and the 
conductor's personality were considered. Teaching techniques 
were included for resolving such rehearsal problems as: 
conductor's vocabulary, the use of concrete illustrations, 
making "drill" more interesting, presenting a composition to 
a group, and suggestions for the prevention of discipline 
problems. 25 
Lanfear al so discussed the importance of making 
better citizens of the students 1n musical organizations. 
It was concluded that this could be accomplished by develop-
ing a sense of responsibility in each student. 26 
The final section of the investigation concerned the 
problems connected with the playing of various instruments. 
24vivian Lanfear, "The Conductor's Role as a Teacher.• 
(unpublished Master's thesis, The University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor, 1946}. 
25Ioid., P• 34. 
-
26~., p. 45. 
Knowledge of instruments is indispensable to any 
instrumental conductor.27 
III. SUMMARY 
Chapter II was concerned with a brief history of 
conducting and a review of related investigations. 
22 
The history of conducting was traced from the very 
early days of music to the present. It was discovered that 
conducting could be traced back to the Ancient Greeks, for 
they kept time to their music with the clapping of hands or 
stamping of feet. 
During the Mtidle Ages, choir conductors were employed 
in the churches for the purpose of indicating the rhythmic 
pulsation of the music for the choir members. 
During the seventeenth century the keyboard player 
conducted the orchestra. When the orchestras began to increase 
in size and the duties of the conductor became more numerous, 
the concertmaster helped to conduct the orchestra. The 
dual-responsibility was found to be unsatisfactory, and 
eventually operas and orchestras came under the direction 
of one man. As orchestras became larger and players had 
difficulty in seeing the conductor, the baton came into 
general use. 
27Ibid., p. 52. 
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From Europe came the first American conductors. The 
establishment of many great orchestras in this country has 
favored the position of the conductor who is now among the 
most highly paid of musicians. 
As the first aim of public school music was the 
teaching of music reading, musical organizations started 
long after the introduction of music into the school 
curriculum. After many years, glee clubs and choirs came 
into being; and, following the introduction of instrumental 
music, school orchestras and bands were organized. From 
this meagre beginning started the present vast program of 
music education in the pUblic schools. 
The second section of Chapter II was concerned with 
a review of related investigations. This section discussed 
studies which dealt with the total curriculum of the high 
school music conductor. 
Each of these studies concluded that: conducting 
must be taught as a separate course; this course Should be 
general in nature because the fundamentals of both choral 
and instrumental conducting are the same; and, conducting 
courses should provide a laboratory group for the students 
to conduct. The authors of these studies also agreed that 
the teaching of certain fundamentals must be included in 
every conducting course. In general, these fundamentals 
are: baton tecbnique, score reading, elements of 
interpretation, knowledge of instruments and the voice, 
critical observation of both student conductors and the 
instructor and knowledge of requisite psychology. 
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CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF 
QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
The data derived from the eighty-three completed 
questionnaires are presented and analyzed in the following 
two chapters. These data were tabulated for this purpose. 
Chapter III will deal with the first part of the 
questionnaire, namely, the respondents' general education, 
background, and experience. The material in this chapter 
is presented by means of 11 tables. The percentages used 
in the following tables were carried to two decimal points 
and rounded off to one. 
Table I indicates the degrees held by the respon-
dents. The first column gives the degree held, the second 
column gives the number of respondents holding that degree, 
and the third column gives the percentage of respondents 
holding that degree. 
TABLE I 
DEGREES HELD BY RESPONDENTS 
Degree held Humber Percentage 
None ll 13.3~ 
Bachelor of Music 23 27.7% 
Bachelor of Arts l 1.2% 
Bachelor of Science 5 6.0% 
Master or Music 18 21.7% 
Master of Arts 6 7.2% 
.Master of Education 15 18.1% 
Master of Science 2 2.4% 
Doctor ot Education 2 2.4% 
-
TOTAL 83 lOO.O% 
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T.he above table shows that 13.3 per cent of the 
respondents who teach music in this state do not hold a 
degree. For the most part, however, these teachers have 
taught for a number of years. Five of these eleven 
respondents indicated that they hold a certificate of 
performance from a Conservatory and the remaining six 
respondents have indicated they graduated from a two year 
normal school. 
Table I also indicates that 27.7 per cent of the 
respondents hold a Bachelor of Music degree, 1.2 per cent 
hold a Bachelor of Arts degree, 6.0 per cent hold a 
Bachelor of Science degree, 21.7 per cent hold a Master 
of Music degree, 7.2 per cent hold a Master of Arts degree, 
18.1 per cent hold a Master of Education degree, 2.4 per cent 
hold a Master of Science degree, and 2.4 per cent hold a 
Doctor of Education degree. 
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TABLE II 
NUMBER OF YEARS EXPERIENCE OF NON-DEGREE RESPONDENTS 
Years of Elementary Secondary 
Experience E.xp e ri ence Experience 
1·5 3 1 
6-10 2 2 
11-15 1 2 
16•20 0 0 
21-25 1 2 




TOTAL 11 11 
Average number of 
years experience 16.9 19.3 
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The above table indicates the number of years these 
non-degree teachers have taught. This table indicates the 
following: (l) that three teachers have had from l-5 years 
of experience on the elementary level End one of these 
teachers has had from 1•5 years of experience at the secondary 
level; (2) that two teachers have had from 6•10 years of 
experience at the elementary level snd two of these teachers 
have had from 6-10 years of experience at the secondary ~vel; 
(3) that one teacher has had ll-15 years of experience on 
the elementary level, and two of these teachers have had from 
ll-15 years of experience at the secondary level; (4) that 
none teachers have had 16-20 years of experience at either 
the elementary or secondary level; (5) that one teacher has 
had 21-25 years of experience on the elementary level and two 
of these teachers has had from 21-25 years of experience at 
the secondary level; (6) that three teachers have had 26-30 
years of experience at both the elementary and secondary 
levels; (7) that one teacher has had 31-35 years of 
experience at both the elementary snd secondary ~vels. 
This table also indicates that the average number of 
years of experience at the elementary school level for 
these non-degree teachers is 16.9, and the average number 
of years experience at the secondary school level is 19.3. 
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The average number of years of elementary school 
teaching experience ror all or the respondents is 9.1, and 
the average number or years or secondary school experience 
ror all or the respondents is 9.8. 
T.he variety of titles held by the music teachers 
responding to the questionnaires is presented in Table III. 
In this table, the first column shows the title of the 
position held by the respondents, the second column shows 
the number of music teachers holding that title, and the 
last column gives the percentage of the respondents holding 
that title. 
Table III shows that 26.5 per cent of the responding 
teachers hold the title of Director of Music, 29 per cent 
hold the title of Supervisor of Music, 4.8 per cent hold the 
title of Supervisor of Vocal Music, 19.3 per cent hold the 
title of Supervisor of Instrumental Music, 1.2 per cent hold 
the title of Assistant Supervisor of Music, 10.8 per cent 
hold the title of Music Teacher, 6 per cent hold the title 
of Band Director, 1.2 per cent hold the title of Choral 
Conductor, and 1.2 per cent hold the title of OrChestra 
Conductor. 
A definite lack or consistency in the use of these 
titles was noted, particularly with regard to the organiza-
tions the music teachers conduct. First, there is a very 
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free use of the title, Music Supervisor. In most cases, the 
music supervisor merely teaches end is engaged in little or 
no supervision. As Tables IV and V indicate, many of the 
music teachers who have signified that they are instrumental 




TITLES OF POSITIONS HELD BY THE RESPONDENTS 
Title of Number of Those Percentage of Those 
Position Hold inS Title Holding Title 
Director of Music 22 26.5~ 
Supervisor of ~Music 24 29.0% 
Supervisor of Vocal 
Music 4 4.8% 
Supervisor of Instrumental 
Music 16 19.3% 
Assistant Supervisor of 
Music 1 1.2% 
Music Teacher 9 10.8% 
Band Director 5 6.0% 
Choral Conductor 1 1.2% 
Orchestra Conductor 1 1.2% 
TOTAL 83 100.0% 
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TABLE IV 
ORGANIZATIONS CONDUCTED BY INSTRUMENTAL SUPERVISORS 
Number who 
Organizations Conduct Percentage 
Orchestra 13 15.7 
Band 13 15.7 
A cappella Choir 2 2.4 
Girls Glee Club 3 3.6 
Boys Glee Club 2 2.4 
Small Ensembles 9 10.8 
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This table shows that of the sixteen "instrumental" 
supervisors who responded to the questionnaire, seven conduct 
choral organizations. In addition, two of these instrumental 
supervisors indicated that they conducted small vocal 
ensembles. One of the supervisors conducted a madrigal group 
and another conducted a vocal octet. 
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TABLE V 
ORGANIZATIONS CONDUCTED BY BAND DIRECTORS 
Number who 
Organizations Conduct Percentage 
Band 5 6.0 
Orchestra 1 1.2 
Chorus 3 3.6 
Girls Glee Club 4 4.8 
Boys Glee Club 2 2.4 
Small Ensembles 2 2.4 
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The above table shows that or the five band directors 
who answered the questionnaire, three conduct a chorus, four 
conduct a girls glee club, and two conduct a boys glee club. 
Tables VI through XI present the data with regard to 
the respondents' general preparation in conducting. It 
should be noted here that of the ninety-two returned 
questionnaires, five were not tabulated because the 
respondents had no conducting courses Whatsoever. 
TABLE VI 
UNDERGRADUATE CONDUCTING CURRICULUM 
Number who 
TyPe of Course(s) had Course Percentage 
Choral Conducting 16 19.3 
Instrumental Conducting 2 2.4 
Choral and Instrumental 
Conducting 56 67.5 
Directed Study in 
Conducting 4 4.8 
Choral, Instrumental, and 
Directed Study in 
Conducting 5 6.0 
TOTAL 83 100.0 
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Table VI gives the data with regard to presentation 
of conducting courses. The above table indicates that 19.3 
per cent of the respondents had just choral conducting, 2.4 
per cent had just instrumental conducting, and 4.8 per cent 
had just directed study in conducting as part of their under-
graduate conducting curriculum. Collectively, then, 26.5 
per cent of the respondents had just one conducting course as 
part of their undergraduate music preparation. 26.5 per cent 
of the respondents reported that they had two courses, ehoral 
and instrumental conducting, as part of their undergraduate 
conducting curriculum, and 6.0 per cent of the respondents 
reported that they had three courses, choral, instrumental 
and directed study in conducting, as part of their under-
graduate preparation. 
The questionnaire contained a place for the respon-
dent to add any comments or additional criteria. Many of 
the teachers stated that their undergraduate conducting 
courses were inadequate because they did not have enough 
opportunity to conduct laboratory groups, or not enough 
opportunity was afforded them to conduct other school 
organizations. Yet as the following table indicates, 96.4 
per cent of the teachers reported their conducting course 
was either laboratory or both laboratory md lecture. 
TABLE VII 
PRESENTATION OF COiiDUCTING COURSE 
Presentation of Number of 
Conducting Course Res;Eonses 
Laboratory 14 
Lecture 3 











One solution to obtaining conducting experience would 
be conducting other musical organizations outside of college. 
A question was also asked whether these teachers had the 
opportunity to conduct an outside musical organization while 
in college. The second part of this question asked the 
respondent to list the group they conducted. There were a 
variety of answers, from conducting madrigal singers to 
leading dance bands. However, of the fifty-five per cent 
who conducted an outside group, forty per cent conducted a 
church choir. 
Another frequent comment in the questionnaire 
concerned the lack of opportunity to conduct a group while 
student teaching. Tables VIII, IX, and X present the data 
with regard to practice teaching. The following table shows 
the number of respondents who did not have practice teaching 
experience, and those respondents who did not have student 




S'IUDENT TEACHING CONIDCTING EXPERIENCE 
No Student Teaching Number of 
Ex12erience Res12ondents Percentage 
No Elementary School 
Conducting 25 30.1 
No Secondary School 
Conducting 26 31.3 
No Student Teaching 
Experience 12 14.5 
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The above table indicates that 30.1 per cent or these 
teachers had no conducting experience at the elementary level, 
and that 31.3 per cent had no conducting experience while 
practice teaching at the secondary level. This table also 
indicates that or all the teachers who responded to the 
questionnaire, 14.5 per cent had no student teaching 
experience. 
The rollowing table shows the number and percentage 
or respondents who had student teaching conducting 
experience at the elementary level. 
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TABLE IX 
ELEMENTARY S'IUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCE 
Number who 
Grou;e Conducted Grou;(!s Percentage 
Band 17 20.5 
Orchestra 13 15.7 
Chorus 13 15.7 
Instrumental Class 26 31.3 
All Groups 7 8.4 
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In the above table, the ~irst column lists the group, 
the second column lists the number o~ respondents who conducted 
that kind o~ group, and the third column gives the percentage. 
It must be understood that in both this table and the next, 
the data indicate that the respondent may have had more than 
one group to conduct during the student teaching experience. 
T.here~ore, the total would not be 100 per cent. 
Table IX shows that 20.5 per cent o~ the respondents 
conducted an elementary school band while practice teaching, 
15.7 per cent conducted an elementary school orchestra While 
practice teaching, 15.7 conducted an elementary school chorus 
while practice teaching, and 31.3 per cent conducted an 
elementary school instrumental class during practice teaching. 
Seven o~ the teachers who responded to this questionnaire had 
the opportunity to conduct each o~ the above ~our groups 
during their pract1ee teaching experience. 
Table X shows the number and percentage of 
respondents who had conducting experience while they were 
student teaching on the secondary level. 
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TABLE X 
SECONDARY STUDENT TEACHING CONDUCTING EXPERIENCE 
Number who 
Group Conducted Percentage 
Bend 24 29.0 
Orchestra 24 29.0 
Chorus 19 22.9 
Glee Club 17 20.5 
Choir 7 8.4 
Wind classes 18 21.7 
String classes 9 10.8 
All groups 2 2.4 
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The above table is read the same as Table IX. This 
Table shows that of the respondents who practice taught at 
the secondary school level, 29.0 per cent conducted a bald, 
29.0 per cent conducted an orchestra, 22.9 per cent conducted 
a chorus, 20.5 per cent conducted a glee club, 8.4 per cent 
conducted an a cappella choir, 21.7 per cent conducted a 
wind instrument class,and 10.8 per cent conducted a string 
instrument class. Two of the teachers who responded to the 
questionnaire had the opportunity to conduct each of the above 
groups during their practice teaching experience. 
The three preceding tables concerning student 
teaching indicate that 14.5 per cent of the respondents had 
no student teaching experience, that 8.4 per cent of the 
respondents had experience conducting all groups at the 
elementary level, and that 2.4 per cent had experience con-
ducting all groups at the secondary level. ~erefore, the 
remaining 64.7 per cent of the respondents had at least one 
conducting experience on either the elementary or secondary 
level. 
The final table in this chapter, Table XI, gives 
the data which relate to the background courses included in 
the undergraduate curriculum. These background courses 
include those that are extremely important in the preparation 
of a conductor and which are included in the general area 
of music theory. 
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TABLE XI 
GENERAL MUSIC PREPARATION 
Number who Number who 
Course Had Course Percentage did not Percentage 
Have Course 
Ear- training 81 97.6 2 2.4 
Dictation 81 97.6 2 2.4 
Harmony 82 98.8 1 1.2 
Score reading 61 73.5 22 26.5 
Music history 82 98.8 1 1.2 
Counterpoint 78 94.0 5 6.0 
Applied music 81 97.6 2 2.4 
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The above table indicates that the majority of the 
respondents had these general courses as part of their 
undergraduate curriculum. The table shows that 98.8 per 
cent of the teachers had courses in harmony and music 
history; 97.6 per cent had courses in ear-training, 
dictation, and applied music; 94.0 per cent had courses in 
counterpoint; and 73.5 had courses in score reading in 
their undergraduate curriculum. The weakest point here is 
the percentage of those who did not have a course in score 
reading. Table XI indicates that 26.5 per cent of the 
respondents did not have a course in score reading. Of 
the remaining 73.5 per cent, twenty of the respondents 
reported that it was part of their conducting course, and 
of those twenty teachers, eleven indicated it was extremely 
inadequate. 
SUMMARY 
Chapter III dealt with the presentation and analysis 
of the first part of the questionnaire. This included 
information concerning the respondents' general education, 
background, and experience. The data in this chapter were 
presented 1n eleven tables. The information included in 
each of these tables will be summarized in the following 
paragraphs. 
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The first table in this chapter showed the degrees 
held by the respondents. It was found that a variety of 
degrees were held by the respondents. Of significance, 
however, is the fact that 13.3 per cent of the respondents 
who teach music in this state do not have a degree. For 
the most part, these non-degree teachers have taught a 
greater length of time than have the teachers who possess 
a degree. Table II showed the number of years of teaching 
experience for these non-degree teachers. The average 
number of years experience at the elementary level for 
these teachers is 16.9, and the average number of years 
experience at the secondary level is 19.3. The average 
number of years experience at the elementary level for all 
of the respondents is 9.1, and the average number of years 
of secondary school experience for all of the respondents 
is 9.8. 
Tables III, IV, and V presented the data which 
relate to the titles of the teaching positions of the 
respondents. There was a lack of consistency in the titles 
of these positions. Tables IV and V indicate that the 
teachers who reported that they were either instrumental 
supervisors or band directors also direct choral 
organizations. 
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Table VI gave the results of the data concerning the 
undergraduate conducting curriculum. ~his table indicated 
that 67.5 per cent of the respondents had two conducting 
courses, and 26.5 per cent had one conducting course, and 
6.0 per cent had three conducting courses as part of their 
undergraduate preparation. 
Tables VIII, IX and X present data concerning the 
respondents' conducting experience during the practice 
teaching experience. These tables showed that 14.5 per cent 
of the respondents had no experience in student teaching. 
In addition, 8.4 per cent of the teachers had experience 
conducting groups at the elementary school level, while 
2.4 per cent had experience conducting groups at the 
secondary school level. '~e remaining 64.7 per cent of the 
respondents had at least one conducting experience at 
either the elementary or secondary school levels. 
The final table 1n this Chapter gave the results 
of the respondents' background courses in the area of music 
theory. The most significant factor was the lack of courses 
taken by the respondents in score reading. Some respondents 
did not have a specific course in score reading, however, 
elements of this course were included in certain conducting 
courses. Many of these teachers labeled their score reading 
preparation as "inadequate", or "insufficient." 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF 
T.HE QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
The purpose of this chapter is to present and analyze 
the data included in the last two parts of the questionnaire, 
that is, an evaluation of the selected criteria included in 
the conducting curriculum, and, an evaluation of certain 
personal traits of the conductor. In the second part of this 
questionnaire, the respondents were asked to indicate whether 
a particular aspect of conducting was included in their 
undergraduate curriculum and, in addition, they were asked to 
evaluate each item according to its importance in the under-
graduate conducting curriculum. Tables xn and XITipresent 
these data. 
Table XIIshows the number and percentage of 
respondents who did or did not have included in their under-
graduate curriculum the criteria listed in the questionnaire. 
Table XIIshould be read in the following manner: column I 
gives the statement of criteria; column 2 shows how many 
teachers had this criteria included in their undergraduate 
conducting curriculum; column 3 shows the percentage of 
teachers who had this criteria included in their undergraduate 
conducting curriculum; column 4 shows the number of teachers 
who did not have this criteria included in their undergraduate 
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conducting curriculum; and column 5 gives the percentage of 
respondents who did not have these criteria included in their 
undergraduate conducting curriculum. 
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J TABLE XII 
CRITERIA INCLUDED IN UNDERGRAIDATE CONIDCTING CURRICULUM 
NUmber Percent Number Percent 
Statement of Criteria Yes Yes No No 
A. Use of baton 80 96.4 3 3.6 
B. Basic beat patterns 82 98.8 1 1.2 
c. Use of 5/7 patterns 58 69.9 25 30.1 
D. Class as laboratory 80 96.4 3 3.6 
E. Conducting a phonograph 31 37.4 52 62.6 
F. Rehearsal procedures 74 89.2 9 10.8 
G. Rehearsal planning 68 81.9 15 18.1 
H. Seating arrangements 75 90.4 8 9.6 
I. Suitable school repetoire 56 67.5 27 32.5 
J. Interpretative factors 79 95.2 4 4.8 
K. Use of left hand 77 92.8 6 7.2 
L. Conducting syncopation 59 71.1 24 28.9 
M. Obtaining good choral tone 60 72.3 23 27.7 
N. Obtaining good instrumental 
tone 58 69.9 25 30.1 
o. Observing student conductors 81 97.6 2 2.4 
P. Observing instructor 81 97.6 2 2.4 
Q. Basic psychology 59 71.1 24 28.9 
R. Practice w1 th metronome 30 36.1 53 63.9 
s. Practice before mirror 59 71.1 24 28.9 
T. Presenting new score 61 73.5 22 26.5 
u. Preparing new score 60 72.3 23 27.7 
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I TABLE XIII 
EVALUATION OF THE CONDUCTING CURRICULUM 
Included in under-
Mean graduate curriculum 
Statement of criteria rating Yes No 
1. Basic beat patterns 4.58 82 1 
2. Obtaining good choral tone 4.58 60 23 
3. Ob tain1ng good instrumental 
tone 4.52 58 25 
4. Interpretive factors 4.48 79 4 
5. Rehearsal planning 4.43 68 15 
6. Using class as laboratory 4.41 80 3 
7. Rehearsal procedures 4.35 74 9 
a. Use of baton 4.29 80 3 
9. Suitable repetoire 4.29 56 27 
10. Preparing new score 4.19 60 23 
11. Observing instructor 4.18 81 2 
12. Basic psychology 4.16 59 24 
13. Use of left hand 4.08 77 6 
14. Observing student 
conductors 3.82 81 2 
15. Presenting new score 3.81 61 22 
16. Conducting syncopation 3.77 59 24 
17. Seating arrangements 3.75 75 8 
18. Practice before mirror 3.58 59 24 
19. Use of 5/7 beat pattern 2.90 58 25 
20. Practice with metronome 2.87 30 53 
21. Conductins to ~honosra~h 2.47 31 52 
/ 
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Table XIlllists each element in the order of its 
importance, along with the number of respondents who did or 
did not have this element included as part of their conducting 
preparation. In column 2, the mean rating was derived in the 
following manner. Every teacher was asked to rate each 
element 5, 4, 3, 2, or 1. Number 5 indicated that the 
respondent considered this element of greatest importance; 
number 4 indicated that this element was considered very 
important; number 3, moderately important; number 2, slightly 
important; and number l, of no importance. The mean then was 
derived from multiplying the number of responses by the 
rating given that element and dividing by 83 (the number of 
completed questionnaires). A table containing the ungrouped 
data for table xrnmay be found in the appendix. 
The conducting elements included in this survey are 
normally part of a conducting course, and, for the most part, 
would be rated quite high. The significance of this survey 
lies in the fact that many of these elements were not 
included in the respondents conducting courses. 
The elements that were rated of greatest importance 
were the following: basic beat patterns, obtaining good 
choral tone, and obtaining good instrumental tone. Yet, 
27.7 per cent of the teachers contacted in this survey re-
ported that they did not have instruction in how to obtain 
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good choral tone, and 30.1 per cent reported they did not 
have instruction in how to obtain good instrumental tone. In 
addition, each of the twenty-three teachers who reported that 
they had not received instruction in how to obtain good choral 
tone indicated that the title of one of their conducting 
courses was "choral conducting." Of the twenty-five teachers 
who reported they did not receive instruction in how to 
obtain good instrumental tone, twenty-three indicated they 
had a conducting course entitled "instrumental conducting". 
The following criteria were considered "very 
important" to the teachers: instruction in interpretive 
factors, rehearsal planning, rehearsal procedures, use of the 
baton, selecting suitable repetoire, basic psychology needed 
by the conductor, use of the left hand, how to present a new 
score and how to prepare a new score, how to conduct synco-
pation, seating arrangements for the various musical 
organizations, and practicing before a mirror. The respondents 
also considered the use of the class as a laboratory group, 
and observing both instructor and student conductors to be 
very important. Yet, 4.8 per cent of the respondents did not 
receive instruction in how to conduct interpretive factors; 
18.1 per cent did not receive instruction in how to plan a 
rehearsal; 10.8 per cent did not receive instruction in 
rehearsal procedures; 3.6 per cent did not receive 
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instruction in the use of the baton; 32.5 per cent did not 
receive instruction in how to select suitable school 
repetoire; 27.7 per cent did not receive instruction in how 
to present a new score; 25.5 per cent did not receive 
instruction in how to prepare a new score; 28.9 per cent did 
not receive instruction in points of basic psychology needed 
by the conductor; 7.2 per cent did not receive instruction in 
the use of the left hand; 28.9 per cent did not receive 
instruction in how to conduct syncopation; 9.6 per cent did 
not receive instruction in seating arrangements for musical 
organizations; and 28.9 per cent did not receive instruction 
to practice before a mirror. Throughout this section of the 
questionnaire, there were comments such as "inadequate", "not 
enough," "wish I had had more," and "insufficient," written in 
by those who had indicated that they did have these elements 
included in their conducting courses. The data indicate that 
these courses could be termed as "inadequate," or 
"insufficient." 
The respondents rated instruction in the use of the 
5/7 beat pattern and practice with the metronome as moderately 
important. Conducting to a phonograph recording was rated 
as slightly important. It is interesting to note that thirty-
one teachers who indicated they did conduct to a phonograph 
also rated this element either of no importance or slightly 
important. 
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Table XIV shows the rating the respondents gave 
selected personal traits of the conductor. It is interesting 
to note that the mean of each of these traits is very high. 
Very few conductors, if any, will possess 811 of these traits, 
and even if they did, it would not necessarily indicate they 
were superior conductors. 
These traits will be briefly summarized. T.he 
following traits were rated of greatest importance by the 
responding teachers: 
1. leadership 4.86 
2. enthusiasm 4.77 
3. self-confidence 4.71 
4. organizing ability 4.67 
5. punctual! ty 4.63 
6. patience 4.61 
7. innate musical ability 4.54 
a. love or working w1 th 
people 4.52 
The remainder of the traits were rated very 
important. They are as follows: 
1. tactfulness 
2. group-confidence 






EVALUATION OF PERSONAL TRAITS OF THE CONDUCTOR 
Rating of criteria 
Statement of criteria 5 4 3 2 l Mean 
l. Sense of humor 38 28 15 2 0 4.23 
2. Leadership 71 12 0 0 0 4.86 
3. Creative imagination 45 29 8 l 0 4.42 
4. Organizing ability 59 21 3 0 0 4.67 
5. Innate musical ability 55 20 7 0 l 4.54 
6. Patience 60 15 7 l 0 4.61 
7. Pleasing personality 43 ~~ ~ 0 0 4.4? 
a. Good business manager 23 31 23 4 2 3.83 
9. Tactfulness 48 29 7 0 0 4.49 
10. Cheerful attitude 38 38 7 0 0 4.37 
11. Self-confidence 60 22 1 0 0 4.71 
12. Group-confidence 47 30 4 2 0 4.47 
13. Personal appearance 44 32 6 0 l 4.42 
14. Good posture 38 28 12 3 2 4.17 
15. Love of working w1 th ~ople 51 24 8 0 0 4.52 
16. Ingenuity 35 37 9 1 l 4.25 
17. Enthusiasm 65 17 l 0 0 4.77 
18. Courtesy 42 34 7 0 0 4.42 
19. Punctual! ty 58 21 3 0 0 4.63 
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4. pleasing personal! ty 4.42 
5. personal appearance 4.42 
6. courtesy 4.42 
7. cheerful attitude 4.37 
a. ingenuity 4.25 
9. sense of humor 4.23 
10. good posture 4.17 
11. good business manager 3.83 
Teachers of conducting should make all prospective 
conductors aware of these traits and all students of 
conducting should conscientiously strive to develop them. 
SUMMARY 
Chapter IV was concerned with the presentation and 
analysis of the questionnaire results of the second and 
third parts of the questionnaire. This has included an 
evaluation of the elements included in the undergraduate 
conducting curriculum and an evaluation of the personal 
traits of the conductor. 
T.he results in these two parts of the questionnaire 
were tabulated and presented by means of three tables. The 
element included in parts two and three of the questionnaire 
were rated on a five-point scale by the respondents. In 
addition to rating the elements included in the undergraduate 
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conducting curriculum, each respondent was asked to indicate 
whether this element was included in his undergraduate 
conducting curriculum. 
The data in this chapter indicated that many of the 
elements that the respondents rated as "of greatest 
importance," or "very important," were neglected 1n their 
respective undergraduate conducting courses. In addition, 
the data indicated that objectives governing conducting 
courses Should be more clearly defined and the content of 
conducting courses Should be more unifor.m. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It was the purpose of this study to determine (1) 
those elements which are considered basic in the under-
graduate conducting curriculum of the prospective high school 
music conductor, (2) the relative importance of those elements 
to the in-service secondary school music teachers, and (3) 
those characteristics which are considered basic 1n the 
personality of the conductor. 
The primary source of data for this investigation 
was a questionnaire which was sent to one hundred and 
seventy-eight high school music teachers in the State of 
Massachusetts. Ninety-two of the questionnaires were 
returned. Nine of the returned questionnaires were not used 
due to incompleteness. The percentage of return, therefore, 
was approximately fifty-one per cent. 
The results of this survey indicate there is a need 
to define the objectives of conducting more clearly, and 
that the total curriculum for the prospective music teacher 
should be planned to include a variety of conducting 
experiences. Every prospective music teacher should have 
the opportunity to conduct the various organizations through-
out the period of their preparation for teaching. 
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There is a need to re-examine the scope of conducting 
courses. Conducting courses constitute one area of the 
music curriculum that is continually being singled out as a 
weak link in teacher preparation. Van Boesen indicates 
that there should be more emphasis placed on conducting in 
teacher education institutions because, "the apparent lack 
of adequate technique on the part of many teachers would 
indicate a need far this."1 
Conducting must be considered a valuable technique, 
and teacher education institutions must attempt to develop 
that technique. It has been said that anyone with a fair 
amount of musicianship can pick up a baton and conduct. 
This, however, is not true. One must realize that good 
musicianship is indispensable to good conducting. In 
addition, the conductor must possess those personal 
qualities necessary for a good conductor. 
To be a good high school music teacher one must also 
be a good conductor. A music teacher can be a good 
conductor if he is a good musician, if he possesses a 
pleasing personality, end finally, if he masters the skill 
of conducting. 
lKarl D. Van Boesen, "Training Conductors for School 
and College," Educational Music Magazine, 26:40, April, 
1955. 
CONCLUSIONS 
As a result of this survey, the following 
conclusions were derived: 
1. Every prospective music teacher must take 
definite conducting courses. Preferably, the first of 
these courses should be general in nature for the purpose 
of conveying the general aspects of conducting to the 
students. 
a. T.hese courses should be both laboratory and 
lecture, and each student should have the opportunity 
to conduct. While conducting, every student should 
have the opportunity to evaluate the other students. 
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2. In addition to conducting during class, each 
student should have conducting opportunities made available 
throughout his entire college career. If possible, each 
student should seek to conduct an outside group such as a 
church choir. 
3. Each student should have a group to conduct 
during practice teaching. If possible, the student should 
have the opportunity to conduct on both the elementary and 
secondary school level. T.he student should be able to work 
with these school groups for several months and not just 
conduct the group for several sessions. 
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4. A derinite course in score reading should be 
made available to every student. It this is not possible, 
and score reading still has to be included in the conducting 
course, more attention must be given it. 
The rollowing are elements that should be included 
in every conducting course: 
a. Baton technique. Baton technique is essential 
to every conducting course but it should not be over-
emphasized to the point of excluding other elements. 
b. Basic beat patterns. Good control of the basic 
beat patterns is important but again should not be 
over-emphasized. 
c. Production or good choral tone. ~e problems 
of the voice and voice production need to be treated 
thoroughly. 
d. Production of good instrumental tone. Students 
of conducting should study as many instruments as 
possible. T.he student should know the problems or each 
instrument, and be aware of how to produce a good tone 
on each instrument. 
e. Rehearsal planning and procedures. Students of 
conducting should learn how to plan a rehearsal and how 
to employ procedures that will conserve time. 
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f. Elements of interpretation. Interpretive factors 
are of greatest importance and should be stressed in 
every conducting course. 
g. Selection of suitable repetoire. Every student 
of conducting should know how to select, evaluate, and 
prepare suitable high school music. 
h. Psychology. Every conducting course should 
include instruction in basic psychology needed by a 
conductor. 
1. Observation of conductors. Students of 
conducting should observe and critically evaluate other 
conductors. This should include the observation and 
evaluation of professional conductors, in-service music 
teachers, the conducting instructor, and other students. 
5. Finally, the instructor of conducting should make 
the class aware of the personal traits necessary to a good 
conductor. The instructor should seek to develop these 
traits in the students as well as encourage the students to 
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December 30, 1955 
Dear Sir: 
In partial fulfillment of the requirement for the 
Master's degree in Music Education at Boston University 
School of Fine and Applied Arts, I am compiling material 
for my thesis, An Evaluation of the Criteria Necessary 
~ ~ Preparation 2[ the High SChool Conductor. 
This study is concerned with the preparations, 
practices, and personal qualities of the high school 
conductor. I am contacting outstanding music teachers in 
this area 1n an effort to secure data relative to this 
problem. It is hoped that conclusions derived from this 
study will be of value in determining the requisite 
preparation of the high school conductor. 
I am enclosing a questionnaire which I sincerely 
hope you will be willing to answer and return at your 
earliest convenience, in the self-addressed, stamped 
envelope provided. 
If you would like a tabulated report of the 
returns of this questionnaire, I shall be happy to m~e 
this material available to you. 








Name and Town-----------------------------------------------· 
GENERAL EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE 
1. Colleges attended ______________________________ _ 
-------------------------------Degree(s) __________________ • 
2. Years experience in elementary music • 
-------
Secondary Music _____________ • 
PRESENT CONDUCTING POSITION 
1. Title of present position. _______________________ • 
2. Please indicate the high school musical organiza-
tions which you conduct. 
Orchestra Girls glee club 
Band ----- Boys glee club ---
A cappella choir Small ensembles 
Chorus -------- Other ----
GENERAL PREPARATION IN CONDUCTING 
1. Type of conducting course(s) • 
(eg. Choral conducting, Instrumental conducting.) 
2. Were these courses laboratory ____ , lecture _____ • 
both ? 
3. While in college did you conduct any outside groups? If so, please list __________________ • 
4. During student teaching did you conduct any of 
the following school groups at the elementary 
level? Elem. band • Elem. chorus , Elem. 
orchestra ___ , Instrumental classes --- ? 
5. During student teaching did you conduct any of 
the following school groups at the secondary 
level? 
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Band ____ , Orchestra , Chorus , Glee 
Club ____ , Choir ____ :-wfnd classes::__, String 
classes ____ • 






Music history ____ 
Counterpoint 
Applied Music-
7. Have you ever performed publ~cly in an orchestra, 
band, or chorus, etc. ____ ? If so, please list the organizations ______________________________ __ 
UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM 
DIRECTIONS 
In the left hand column, please indicate by checking 
Yes or No, whether a particular aspect of conducting was in-
Cluded In your undergraduate preparation. In the right hand 
column, please evaluate each item according to its impor-
tance in the undergraduate curriculum for the prospective 
school music teacher. Please encircle the appropriate num-














1-of no importance 
instruction in the use of the baton 
the use of basic beat patterns 
the use of the 5-7 beat patterns 
conducting the class as a laboratory 
conducting a phonograph 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 




______ F. instruction in rehearsal procedures 
______ G. instruction in rehearsal planning 
______ H. instruction in seating arrangements 
for choral end instrumental groups 
______ I. experience in conducting suitable 
repetoire for high school groups 
- ____ J. 
- ___ K. 
___ L. 
__ M. 
instruction in using interpretive 
factors such as fermat!, dynamics, 
etc. 
instruction in the use of the left 
hand 
instruction in how to conduct 
syncopation 
instruction in how to obtain good 
choral tone 
N. instruction in how to obtain good 




- ___ R. 
- ____ s. 
__ T. 
experience in watching other students 
conduct 
experience in watching the instructor 
conduct 
instruction concerning the basic 
psychology needed by a conductor, 
such as sense of humor, etc. 
practice with a metronome 
practice before a mirror 
instruction in how to present a new 
score to your group, i.e. giving 
pertinent points about the composition 
or composer 
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5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 l 
5 4 3 2 l 
5 4 3 2 l 
5 4 3 2 l 
5 4 3 2 l 
5 4 3 2 l 
5 4 3 2 l 
54 3 2 l 
5 4 3 2 l 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 l 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
- 4 -
Yes No 
______ u. instruction in how to prepare a score 
before presenting it to your group, 
i.e. marking difficult passages with 
a colored pencil, etc. 
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5 4 3 2 1 
In the space provided below, please list briefly any 
other criteria you think important as part of the conductors 
curriculum or procedures. 
PERSONAL TRAITS OF THE CONilJCTOR 
Please rate the following personal traits of a con-
ductor according to their importance. Please encircle the 
appropriate number according to the following rating scale: 
5- of greatest importance 
4- very important 
3- moderately important 
2- slightly important 
1- of no importance 
1. A sense of humor 
2. Leadership 
3. A creative imagination 
4. Organizing ability 
5. Innate musical ability 
6. Patience 
7. A pleasing personality 
8. A good business manager 
9. Tactfulness 
10. A cheerful attitude 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
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11. Self-confidence 5 4 3 2 1 
12. Confidence in his groups 5 4 3 2 l 
13. Good pe rsona1 appearance 5 4 3 2 l 
14. Good posture 5 4 3 2 1 
15. Love of working with people 5 4 3 2 1 
16. Ingenuity 5 4 3 2 1 
1 '7. Enthusiasm 5 4 3 2 l 
18. Courtesy 5 4 3 2 l 
19. Punctuality to rehearsals 5 4 3 2 1 
APPENDIX C 





Rating o£ criteria 
Statement of criteria 5 4 3 2 1 Mean 
A. Use of baton 47 17 16 2 1 4.29 
B. Basic beat pattems 54 23 6 0 0 4.58 
c. Use of 5/7 patterns 10 14 26 24 9 2.90 
D. Class as laboratory 52 17 11 2 1 4.41 
E. Conducting a phonograph 5 16 20 14 28 2.47 
F. Rehearsal p:oocedures 44 26 11 2 0 4.35 
G. Rehearsal planning 49 22 11 1 0 4.43 
H. Seating arrangements 21 32 20 8 2 3.'7-5 
I. Suitable school repetoire 42 29 9 0 3 4.29 
J. Interpretative factors 48 27 8 0 0 4.48 
K. Use of left hand 33 30 14 6 0 4.08 
L. Conducting syncopation 21 31 22 9 0 3.77 
M. Obtaining good choral tone 54 24 4 1 0 4.58 
N. Obtaining good instrumental tone 53 22 6 2 0 4.52 
o. Observing student conductors 24 31 19 7 2 3.82 
P. Observing instructor 33 34 12 2 0 4.18 
Q. Basic psychology 38 28 10 6 1 4.16 
R. Practice with metronome 7 15 32 18 11 2.8!1 
s. Practice before mirror 20 24 25 12 2 3.58 
T. Presenting new score 24 28 23 7 1 3.81 
u. Preparing new score 43 20 13 7 0 4.19 
